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Romantic Winter in Eastern Hokkaido

Champagne snow cover all over the vast field
Splendid view of the Kushiro Wetland, the Japanese cranes and drift ice
Those are what Eastern Hokkaido offers in winter
Take a train and your winter holiday will be full of magic and romance
Inspired by eastern Hokkaido’s winter landscape typical of Hokkaido

Amidst severe cold, winters in Hokkaido provide impressive natural phenomena to visitors. The sight of pure white snow that covers the massive land cannot be expressed with words. The snowy fields that stretch forever and the blue skies on a sunny day offer a contrast that is made increasingly vivid especially in winter when the air is clear.

Eastern Hokkaido is home to three major national parks including the Kushiro Wetlands, Akan and Shiretoko, the world natural heritage. This is a rarity even within Hokkaido, which is all the more reason why such beautiful winter landscapes exist here and there.

Additionally, winter in eastern Hokkaido is a season to sense the power of survival among the animals who strive to live in an arctic land. For example, encountering the Ezo deer and Japanese cranes that live inside the Kushiro Wetlands, the seals and Steller’s sea eagles that live on the Sea of Okhotsk would be some of the attractions of traveling to eastern Hokkaido.

To enjoy winter landscapes up close, snowshoeing across snowy fields, observing diamond dust and going to see drift ice are recommended activities. Furthermore, there are plenty of events to fully enjoy winter, so please take the time to visit some.

Travel by Senmo Line,
A well-esteemed railway line in Japan

At any rate Hokkaido is huge. Renting a car and traveling here and there may be a good idea during spring and summer. However, during winter, icy roads and snow make the roads slippery, and driving on unaccustomed roads can be disconcerting. So, railway travel is recommended for winter travel in Hokkaido.

Senmo Line runs across eastern Hokkaido between Kushiro and Abashiri. It offers a view of three national parks from the train. It runs through Abashiri National Park, and is one of the few lines in Japan blessed with natural beauty. It was chosen as the number one local line for its view of the forests, and is a captivating line to not only railway fans but others as well.

The railway takes one along the Kushiro River inside of the Kushiro Wetland National Park. For this reason, passengers are glued to scenery otherwise not viewable.

“Because the trees lose all of their leaves in winter, there is nothing to block the vision and the view is great. It is also easier to spot wild animals in winter because the fields are covered in snow,” says Mr. Oishi from the JR Hokkaido Kushiro Branch.

Likewise, recommended along with the view of the Kushiro Wetlands is the view of drift ice along the Sea of Okhotsk shores between Abashiri and Shiretoko Shari.

“It is up to the weather to determine if the drift ice will reach the shore, so timing may be difficult, but, the reward is great when you actually encounter it.”

Another attraction of the Senmo Line is the unique stations. Although most of the stations are unmanned because it is a local line, the old station buildings are refurbished and used as restaurants and cafes, or have foot baths next to the station.

“I suggest that you take your time to travel if you are taking the local line. Get off along the way and enjoy local foods at the station, or take a bus from the station to Utoro Hot Springs. There are many things you can add on the local line to increase your travel pleasures.”

Two sightseeing trains to enhance
Winter travel

Japanese cranes in the Kushiro Wetlands and drift ice on the Sea of Okhotsk are just two of the many exciting things to see from the trains on the Senmo Line. However, aside from the local line, there are two special limited winter sightseeing trains that offer the winter scenery of eastern Hokkaido and make the journey by train exciting.

They are the steam locomotive “SL Fuyu-no-Shitsugen” train which runs from Kushiro through the wetlands to Shibecha (to Kawaya depending on the season) and the “Ryuhyo Norokko Train” which runs along the Sea of Okhotsk shores between Abashiri and Shiretoko Shari.

The interior and exterior of both trains are uniquely designed and offer a romantic atmosphere of winter in a northern land, that even visitors traveling by train for the first time can fully appreciate.
**Kushiro Zangi (deep fried chicken) & Zangiburger**

Kushiro is known as the origin of “Zangi”. Zangi is the Hokkaido vernacular for “Karage”, chicken seasoned with soy sauce, garlic and/or ginger, lightly coated with flour then deep fried, and in Kushiro it is served with a Worcester-type sauce. It is common for Zangi to be seasoned with garlic in Sapporo, but in Kushiro ginger is used in its place. Coating the meat in potato starch and frying it to a crisp is Kushiro style.

The Zangiburger is the product of cooperation between Kushiro Zangi and a bakery in Kushiro. It has become a favorite gourmet food of Kushiro.

**Washo Market’s Kattedon**

One famous local dish you can’t miss when you are in Kushiro is the Kattedon rice bowl at Washo Market. Washo Market has the oldest history in Kushiro, and is considered Kushiro’s kitchen.

The fish of your choice, sold inside the market, is heaped onto a bowl of rice to create the popular “Kattedon.” What’s great is that you can enjoy fresh seafood at a reasonable price.

**Kushiro Ramen**

The light taste of bonito and soy based soup with wrinkled noodles is standard. Ramen is great for warming the body after a winter’s walk, or closing out a night of drinking.

**Sunset over Kushiro Port**

Although Kushiro is known as the “foggy city”, during winter the odds of a sunny day are unexpectedly high. And, from autumn to winter beautiful sunsets can be seen.

The beauty of a Kushiro sunset succeeds those of Bali and Manila, and is praised as one of the three most beautiful sunsets in the world. After the war, during the period of reconstruction, foreign ships began to enter Kushiro Port and the sailors who praised the beautiful Kushiro sunset spread the rumor.

The reason sunsets in Kushiro are so beautiful is owed to vapors from the wetlands being added to the ocean, causing the sunset to appear a more vivid red.

Many photographers come to Kushiro to catch a glimpse of the sunsets on camera. The typical spot for photography is Nusaimi Bridge, but catching a wide angle of the sun setting in the harbor from the observation deck in Yonemachi Park is also awesome.

**Voices of wonder surge at the sight of the pretty Japanese cranes**

The sleek black body of the steam locomotive races across the vast expanse of snowy fields, blowing black smoke into the sky. Whether you are a steam locomotive fan or not, the sight of the train kicking up snow as it runs is sure to be thrilling.

The SL Fuyu-no-Shitsugen began service in 1999. It has been in service every year since then between late January and mid March, drawing attention as a winter icon on the Senmo Main Line. Being that it is a steam locomotive, and inside the train the conductor is dressed in retro attire, it promises a romantic feeling of the good old days.

If boarding from Kushiro Station, be sure to reserve a seat on the left hand side facing the direction in which you are going; in this way you can get a full view of the vast expanse of the Kushiro Wetlands blanketed in snow.

About the time you pass Toya Station, the train enters the wetlands. Feel the primary forests up close, something otherwise not viewable due to the fact that cars cannot enter the wetlands. The meandering Kushiro River appears, and then disappears. The view of the Kushiro River flowing right below the train window is a feature of the Senmo...
Traveling the Senmo Line
The “SL Fuyu-no-Shitsugen” version
Kushiro Wetlands and dynamic snowy fields of Akan National Park can be seen up close.

Data for “SL Fuyu-no-Shitsugen”
Kushiro – Shibecha: Jan. 23 – Mar. 11, 17, 18, 2012
Running Schedule:
Travel time: Approx. 1 hr and 15 min.
Fare: One way ¥1,040
Reserved seat ticket ¥800 (both half price for children)
"All cars reserved seating"

Running Schedule:
Travel time: Approx. 2 hrs and 30 min.
Fare: One way ¥1,790
Reserved seat ticket ¥800 (both half price for children)
"All cars reserved seating"

Kawayu Hot Springs
Located about 10 min. from Kawayu Onsen Station, it proclaims the use of "100% non-circulated natural spring water", a rarity within Japan. The Kawayu Hot Spring Inns Union is offering original menus featuring Mashu beef, until March 31st.

Diamond Dust in KAWAYU
When temperatures reach below zero, the moisture in the air is instantly frozen, creating crystals; this is diamond dust. The event is inspired by diamond dust. During the festival, steam from the hot springs and illumination from 30,000 lights create a sparkling fantastic sight that is stunning.

Diamond Dust Party
From Jan. 20 – Feb. 20, 2012, (between 9:00 – 9:30 pm) balloons and dry ice are used to create diamond dust. The diamond dust catches the light of the spotlights and sparkles in the sky. During the same period, there are diamond dust morning tours for ¥1,000. A guide takes visitors on an early morning tour into the frozen forest. (8:30 – 9:00 am)
Lake Mashu Tourism Association TEL. 015-428-2200

Line and an extremely refreshing experience. It is also an opportunity to see wild birds and Ezo deer.
Near Kawayu Sta., the graceful Japanese cranes swoop by the train, or can be seen in pairs, cozing up on the snowy fields, causing excitement among the passengers on board.
From Mashu Sta., you enter Akan National Park. From this point on continuous Hokkaido scenery of dairy farms and extensive farmland increases.
On a steam locomotive there is what is called a brake van and in this car on the Fuyu-no-Shitsugen a nature guide is on board ready to explain the wetlands, the ecosystems of the wild animals that inhabit the wetlands and answer any questions you may have.

Diamond Dust Party: When temperatures reach below 20 degrees Celsius, you may be able to see real diamond dust.

Kawayu-onsen Sta.
The 3rd unique station on the Senmo Line
This station is near Kawayu Hot Springs, the retro atmosphere of the building built in 1930 being a defining feature. Next to the station is a foot bath; inside the station is the “Ichinomiya Genshi” café & restaurant that serves a beef stew and a mixed pizza made with homemade dough and sauce; both are popular items.

Lake Akan
Kawayu-Onsen
JR Senmo Line
Biruwa
Mashu
Lake Mashu
Minami-teshikaga
Isobunnai
Shibecha

The 2nd unique station on the Senmo Line
Located closest to Lake Mashu, one of the many lakes in the world that boasts high transparency. Besides the foot bath next door, there is a "pop-up" in front of the station that sells "Mashu pork rice bowl" bentos. Park raised in the rich environment of Hokkaido is placed on a mixture of Hokkaido rice and 10 grain rice, and dressed with a spicy sweet sauce.

Toward Abashiri
Nature guides are on board the brake van waiting to explain the winter scenery seen from the train.

Kawayu Sta.
The 2nd unique station on the Senmo Line
The trains are scheduled to extend service to Kawayu Hot Springs on Jan. 21, 22, and Mar. 19 and 20.
The limited service listed above, the train runs between Kushiro and Shibecha.

Diamond Dust in KAWAYU
Held between Dec. 20 and Mar. 20 at the Yanokawa Park inside of Kawayu Hot Springs.

Stations and paraphernalia are sold inside the retro style café car, passengers are welcomed by staff dressed in retro costumes.
Drift Ice Cruising

One of the characteristics of winter in Abashiri is the refreshing contrast of white snow and drift ice against the blue sky and ocean. Although the temperatures are low and the cold is severe, there are many sunny days, so the air is clear.

The drift ice is a seasonal charm. The coast of Okhotsk where Abashiri is located is the southernmost point where the ocean freezes. Every year from late Jan. to Feb. the drift ice often reaches the shores.

If you wish to see the drift ice up close, the Drift Ice Sightseeing and Icebreaker Ship Aurora is recommended. The sound and sight of the ship breaking the hard ice as it progresses it absolutely thrilling.

- Doutou Kanko Kaihatsu TEL.0152-43-6000

Abashiri Moyoro Nabe

A hot pot inspired by the mysterious "Moyoro People" of Okhotsk. The bounty of the Sea of Okhotsk and fish paste, said to have originated in Abashiri, are stewed in light fish based soy sauce and Okhotsk salt.

Silver Vine Fruit Sweets

In Abashiri, the fruit from silver vine is used as an ingredient in local specialty products. Restaurants and confectioneries in the city offer gelato, cakes, tarts and other unique sweets made with sugar vine fruit.

- Abashiri Tourist Association TEL.0152-44-5849

Discover the New Northern Continent Attaka Abashiri

Abashiri is packed with all kinds of events and winter activities. You especially want to focus on "Discover the New Northern Continent, Attaka Abashiri", which will be held between Jan. 28 - Mar. 4, 2012. It is a hands on, interactive event to fully enjoy winter in Hokkaido. Lake Abashiri is the venue for snow mobile, banana boat, and snow vehicle rides by day, and at night, fireworks and hot air balloons set the stage for a fantastic winter night.

- Discover the New Northern Continent Attaka Abashiri (Office: Abashiri City Tourism Department) TEL.0152-44-6111

Warm up by the potbelly stove as the train runs along the coast of Okhotsk

There is a train that runs between Abashiri and Shiretoko Shari from late January to March when the drift ice appears. The Norokko is a JR Hokkaido resort observation train which slows down in areas where the scenery is beautiful, and for this reason, the train was named "Norokko", which is a combination of the word "noronor", onomatopoeia for going slow, and "torokko", which is a mine cart.

The large windows are a defining feature of the Norokko, and are why you get such a great view from the train. A commanding view of the drift ice on the Sea of Okhotsk against the backdrop of Mt. Shari-dake nearby, and in the distance the Shiretoko Mountain Range can be seen. You may even spot Steller’s sea eagles or white- tailed sea eagles on the drift ice.

If you board from Abashiri, it is best to sit on the left side. On a sunny day the Shiretoko Mountain Range can be seen beyond the Sea of Okhotsk and the drift ice that covers the ocean can be seen.

At dusk especially, the sight of the Sea of Okhotsk as the sun sets, tincting the drift ice with its orange hues, is a
Okhotsk Ryuhyo Curry

A favorite dish at the “Kinema” food court on the second floor of the “Ryuhyo Kaido Abashiri” Road Station. Many people will probably be surprised by the white curry. The chef of an Indian food restaurant came up with the idea of curry that portrayed the drift ice that floats on the Sea of Okhotsk, and the natural color is achieved by mixing spices. The taste is actually quite spicy.

Ryuhyo Draught

The clear blue color of the Sea of Okhotsk, called “Okhotsk Blue” is represented in a low malt beer. The white foam on top of the light blue resembles the drift ice floating on the ocean. In fact, drift ice is used in the mother water for the beer. Spirulina, a natural colorant, is used to create the blue color of the beer. Not only is it pleasing to the eye, but it is refreshing to drink and makes a great souvenir.

Shiretoko Fantasia

In 1958 an aurora actually appeared in the Shiretoko skies. The greatest event of the season, the “Aurora Fantasy” was inspired by the original aurora that was seen in 1958. Laser lights and dynamic sound systems create a fantastic atmosphere in the night sky over Shiretoko.

Shiretoko Shari Tourist Association
TEL. 0152-22-2125

beauty that can only be seen in Hokkaido.

On board the train, “Norokko Ladies”; (train stewards) make announcements along the way explaining in simple terms about winter in Okhotsk. One of the signature features on the Norokko is the potbelly stove. The retro atmosphere of having a stove on the train is reason for its popularity, and squid is roasted on the stove and eaten. This is a nostalgic scene that was common up to a decade ago.

In Abashiri, tours combining the use of the Norokko and bus are scheduled to be in effect through February. Besides rides on the Drift Ice Sightseeing and Icebreaker Ship Aurora, there are tours to Abashiri Prison Museum and helicopter rides included in these attractive tours.
After adding new elements, a favorite tourist spot in Sapporo has been completely renewed.

Mt. Moiwa is located about 20 minutes from downtown Sapporo. From the observation deck at the summit, you can get a view of not only Sapporo city, but Ishikara Bay on the Japan Sea and the Shokanbetsu Mountain Range in Mashike. As dusk turns to night the scenery becomes romantic. As one stands among nature gazing at the carpet of lights, inspiration is gained and time is forgotten.

The Sapporo Mt. Moiwa Ropeway that connects the foothills to the summit of Mt. Moiwa has been under renovation since April of 2004 due to deterioration of the observation deck. Since then, a new type of ropeway has been installed; the observation deck, rebuilt with consideration for environmental safety, will reopen on December 23rd. From the large windows of the new gondola the primary forests of Mt. Moiwa and the city of Sapporo will be more visible, and the first "Morisu Car" in the world will transport people through the forest. Two mini cable cars connect the midway station and summit, and offer a feeling of dashing through the forest.

Besides a planetarium, designed by Planetarium creator Takayuki Ohira, which will be installed, there is a space where the city of Sapporo is introduced through 3D film. The restaurant with a capacity of 80 will also reopen and is designed so that the starry sky and Sapporo night view can be enjoyed. It is sure to be a hit among children and couples alike.

Also, the public space at each station is completely barrier free, and the summit station is fully equipped with elevators to transport from B1 to the observation deck so that even persons in wheelchairs can enjoy the 360 degree panorama.

Ropeway fare is ¥1100 round trip for adults, and the Morisu Car is ¥600 round trip for adults.

- Mt. Moiwa Ropeway (Tel.011 - 561 - 8177)

Experience winter life
At the Historical Village of Hokkaido

A winter interactive program to
Enjoy the lifestyle of people one hundred years ago

The Historical Village of Hokkaido houses 52 replicas of historical monuments that were built throughout Hokkaido between the Meiji and early Showa period. From January 7 to mid March, 2012 it will be holding an interactive program that allows visitors to experience winter lifestyles of people 100 years ago. Experience snow shoveling with old fashioned tools, walking on snow with Kanjiki (snow shoes), and wear old fashioned winter gear like Kakumaki (blanket type cloak), mantles, or straw snow shoes as you tour the village. On Saturdays, Sundays, holidays and during the Snow Festival, a horse drawn sleigh is driven through the white village, something you don’t want to miss. (Horse drawn sleigh rides are an extra ¥270 for adults and ¥130 for children.)

- Historical Village of Hokkaido (Tel.011 - 898 - 2692)

Otaru Ankake Yakisoba

Drawing attention as an Otaru brand, a favorite dish among locals

Ankake Yakisoba has become recognized as a local taste of Otaru and is offered at over 100 shops in Otaru. In order to further make this dish known as a local brand, an Otaru Ankake Yakisoba Publicity Executive Committee was founded. The collective term "Otaru Ankake Yakisoba" was given to the Komoku Ankake Yakisoba served in restaurants in Otaru and surrounding areas. Enjoy the voluminous “an” full of seafood and the individual flavors of each shop.

- Otaru Ankake Yakisoba Publicity Committee (Tel.0134 - 52 - 1200)

Guten Guten Heaven Tour

40 participating facilities from the Toyako Hot Spring Village
Eat, drink and feel refreshed

The Guten Guten Tour is a specially designed plan to allow those tired of the mundane life to forget their troubles and get drunk and feel happy, by eating, drinking and sleeping well. You choose from the restaurants you want to eat at, the clubs and lounges you want to drink at, and then “sleep” at the lodging facilities of your choice. In other words, you create your own plan from the participating food, drink and lodging facilities. Each facility has set prices and you can choose what you like according to your budget. The plan is offered for a limited time between November 18 and December 18.

- Guten Guten Heaven Executive Committee (Tel.0142 - 75 - 4728)
**Southern Hokkaido**

**Sightseeing**

**The Goryo Star Dream** Hakodate

A giant star falls from the sky
To illuminate winter at Goryokaku

A signature event of Hakodate, where the moat surrounding Goryokaku Fort, a special historical monument, is decorated with approximately 2 thousand sparkling lights. The idea came from the residents of Hakodate who wanted to “make the shape of Goryokaku stand out beautifully in the snow”, and has been held every year since 1989. Planning and implementation of the project is done by volunteering citizens, and costs are covered by donations. During the illumination period, Goryokaku Tower is open until 19:00, and one can see the fort lit up from the tower. The scene visible from high up is as though a “star fell from heaven.” The illumination period is from Dec. 1 – Feb. 29, 2012, lights are on between 17:00 – 22:00.

*“The Goryo Star Dream” City Development Executive Committee Office (Tel.0138 - 40 - 8009)*

**Experiences**

**Collect stamps from 18 different towns in southern Hokkaido and receive specialty products of southern Hokkaido**

Collecting stamps from 18 different towns in southern Hokkaido

A bingo type stamp rally, where visitors get stamps at 18 participating facilities in southern Hokkaido by February 29, 2012. It is bingo style, so if you have one line you receive ¥1,000, 3 lines ¥3,000, and if you get bingo on all lines, 162 players will receive up to ¥6,000 worth of specialty products by drawing.

*Southern Hokkaido Tourism Promotion Association (Tel.0138 - 86 - 7033)*

**Gourmet Dining**

**Kikonai Kaisen Donburi Hotate Aburi Don** Kikonai

Enjoy thick and juicy scallops that were raised in the rough seas of the Tsugaru Straight

Thick and succulent Kikonai scallops are the main item for the Original rice bowl (¥950), and garnished with fresh green peppers and tomatoes. For the rice, Hokkaido “Fukurinko” is used, and for a side dish and soup, mountain yams and hiziki seaweed, which are local specialties, are used. It is a delicacy with all the deliciousness of the town squeezed into one dish.

*Kikonai Society of Commerce and Industry (Tel.01392 - 2 - 2046)*

**Northern Hokkaido**

**Gourmet Dining**

**Hokkaido Wine & Cheese Way** Kamikawa, Tomachi

Tasting wine and cheese produced in the blessed northern land

The Hokkaido Garden Road, a garden belt connecting 7 gardens which have been in operation since last year, and many other sightseeing spots along Route 237, make the highway that ties Tokachi to Kamikawa one of the signature sightseeing routes in Hokkaido. The Hokkaido Cheese & Wine Road was launched this February, to allow cheese made with bountiful nutrients from the land and locally produced aromatic wine to be enjoyed by as many tourists as possible. The producers of cheese and wine, restaurants and shops (currently approx. 22 facilities) carrying related items are introduced on the website and through brochures. They are recommended spots you’ll want to utilize for dining and shopping while sightseeing.

*Hokkaido Cheese & Wine Road Council (Tel. 0155 - 25 - 7121)*

**Sightseeing**

**Ningle Terrace** Furano

A shopping area inspired by the colonies where the small Ningle fairies live

Inside the 15 log houses, items made with an owl motif, glass items inspired by ice and snow flakes, and many other Furano products are sold. At night the buildings are lit up and the romantic scene of fallen snow and the soft glow from the log houses spread before the eye. It is the perfect place to search for souvenirs from your trip to Furano.

*New Furano Prince Hotel (Tel. 0167 - 22 - 1111)*

**Sightseeing**

**Sun Pillars** Nayoro

Go to Nayoro to see the mysterious sun pillars
that appear on the snowy fields

A “Sun Pillar”, is a natural phenomenon created by sun rays hitting the diamond dust in the air and forming sparkling cylinders and can only happen when all the right weather conditions are combined. The summit of Mt. Pyshiri in Nayoro is a spot known for sightig the sun pillars, and when the temperatures drop below minus 20 degrees, tours to the site on snow mobiles begin.

*NPO Nayoro Tourism Town Development Association (Tel. 01654 - 9 - 6711)*
Step into a new stage,

This year, the Niseko Hirafu Ski Resort will celebrate its 50th anniversary. Niseko Grand Hirafu enters a new stage, striving to become a more comfortable and fun resort.

New Hirafu Gondola
The new Hirafu Gondola is speedy and comfortable, carrying 8 passengers and traveling at 6 meters per second.

Mountain Center
With the Hirafu Gondola in the background, the sloped roof is an exterior feature of the center where on the 1F, lift tickets, ski school, information and shops are gathered.

Kids’ Lesson Area
A safe area apart from the ordinary slopes is secured and equipped with a moving carpet. It is set aside exclusively for the ski school, so kids can enjoy learning how to ski at their own pace.

Tanta · an
On the 2F of the Mountain Center, there is the Tanta · an bar & café restaurant. Enjoy a break after skiing while you dine and gaze at Mt. Yotei and the slopes.

Total reservation on the web
Reservations on the web have been made easy. Hotels, ski lessons, tickets and rental skis, book them individually or as a complete package, whichever way you like. There are discounts available for combined reservations. *Open from August

Event Schedule

http://www.grand-hirafu.jp/

Inquiries pertaining to tourism in Hokkaido:
Hokkaido Tourism Organization
Hokkaido Sapporo Food and Tourism Information Center
Hokkaido Economic Affairs Department Tourism Bureau

50th
NISEKO HIRAFU
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